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25 February 2021   The gift of hope | Reading for the second Sunday of
Lent | A new way to pray on Saturdays!
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The Gift of a Stranger: Forcibly Displaced People and Hope-Gifting
‘We look everywhere for people, things and experiences that might help us overcome
this sense of hopelessness, but to no avail. Yet, a place to which most people have not
yet turned is the lives of the forcibly displaced.’ And this is exactly where we should
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turn, writes Sacha Bermudez-Goldman as he explores a spirituality of hope in forcibly
displaced people for The Way.  Read >>

More from The Way
The Way is an international journal of
contemporary Christian spirituality, published by
the Jesuits in Britain. To subscribe to the journal
and explore its archive, visit theway.org.uk >> 

Spotlight on Scripture: Second Sunday of Lent

Abraham and Isaac
In our first reading, we hear the story
from Genesis in which God commands
Abraham to kill his son.

This chilling story tells us that Old
Testament faith is no easy matter,
says Nicholas King SJ.  Read >>
Is there a moral point to the story
of Abraham and Isaac, asks Gerard
J. Hughes SJ? Should  we even be
looking for one?  Read >>
Abraham is the subject of the first
session of Sr Hyacinthe Defos du
Rau OP's  retreat on hope.  Watch
>>

The Transfiguration
The gospel reading for the Second Sunday of Lent is
Mark's account of the Transfiguration:

The Transfiguration prefigures the resurrection
and is a necessary supplement to the story of the
temptation. Christian life is a promise of glory as
well as a warning about conflict.  Read >>
The Transfiguration reveals that God has shaped
and continues to shape Jesus in an extraordinary
way.  Read >>
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Seven days of prayer
Good news from our friends at Pray As You Go, who now
offer reflections seven days a week - the first of many
celebrations for their 15th birthday this year!  Every
Saturday they will now provide a short meditation to look
back over the week of prayer. Pray with Pray As You Go >>

With best wishes,

The Editor
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